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ABSTRACT
Machine learning (ML) systems have to support various ten-
sor operations. However, such ML systems were largely de-
veloped without asking: what are the foundational abstrac-
tions necessary for building machine learning systems? We
believe that proper computational and implementation ab-
stractions will allow for the construction of self-configuring,
declarative ML systems, especially when the goal is to exe-
cute tensor operations in a distributed environment, or par-
titioned across multiple AI accelerators (ASICs). To this
end, we first introduce a tensor relational algebra (TRA),
which is expressive to encode any tensor operation repre-
sented by the Einstein notation; we then transform it to
an implementation algebra (IA) that enables effective logi-
cal and physical optimizations for paralleled and distributed
environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Systems such as TensorFlow and PyTorch have revolu-
tionized the practice of machine learning (ML). Difficult gra-
dient computations that would have been impossible to get
right “by hand” are generated quickly (without programmer
involvement) via auto-differentiation. Operations in the re-
sulting compute graph are automatically mapped to high-
performance CPU and GPU kernels, with little programmer
involvement.
However, the state of affairs with respect to ML systems is
far from ideal. TensorFlow and PyTorch simply crash when
an operations inputs and outputs cannot fit on a GPU for
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model parallelism, or when a model cannot fit on a sin-
gle machine for data parallelism. A TensorFlow code that
works reasonably well on a single machine with eight GPUs
procured from a cloud provider often runs slower on two
machines totaling sixteen GPUs.
The fundamental problem is lack of abstraction in modern
ML systems. A user-requested operation such as a matrix
multiply on TensorFlow is not a logical operation that the
system figures out how to execute. Rather, it is a physical
operation that has to be run as a kernel operation some-
where, on some hardware. These systems do not treat a
compute graph as an abstract computation that is to be
optimized and mapped to hardware. Modern ML systems
were developed without asking: what are the foundational
abstractions necessary for building such systems?
Abstraction and RDBMS System Design. In contrast,
consider the development of relational database manage-
ment systems (RDBMSs) in the decades of the 1970’s and
1980’s. RDBMSs were designed by asking and answering a
series of foundational questions:
1. What is the foundational computational abstraction
upon which database systems should be built? That
is, what is the “language” of database systems?
2. What is the implementation abstraction necessary to
realize that computational abstraction?
3. And finally, how should that implementation abstrac-
tion be constructed in a real-life system?
In the context of database systems, the answer to the first
question was first-order logic (FOL) [18]. The answer to the
second question was relational algebra (RA), which is com-
putationally as powerful as FOL, but easily implementable
(consisting of a small set of simple operations), and easily
optimizable via a set of algebraic rewrite rules [8]. In an-
swering the final question, the database research community
designed a huge number of implementations for joins, selec-
tions, aggregations, etc.
Abstraction and ML System Design. In this paper, we
tackle the second question in the context of ML systems, and
ask: What is an appropriate implementation abstraction for
ML system design?
One may ask: why not simply use linear algebra as the
implementation abstraction? As an example, we may ship a
large number of physical matrix multiply implementations
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with the system, including multiple parallel, distributed,
and local matrix multiply implementations that use (or do
not use) hardware acceleration. For example, one could in-
clude a high-performance distributed ScaLAPACK imple-
mentation of the 2.5D matrix multiply algorithm [45], and
build an optimization framework that allows the system to
carefully design a physical plan for a given compute graph.
The problem with that approach is that the set of linear
algebra operations is far too heavy and complex to serve
as an implementation abstraction. This approach would re-
quire that a modern ML system would include dozens or
even hundreds of operations. It is not practical to maintain
a dozen implementations of each operation, nor is it practi-
cal to code up a dozen new implementations for each new
operation that must be supported. Since each linear algebra
operation is a separate code, an optimization applied to one
physical implementation does not apply to any of the others.
The Tensor Relational Algebra. In response, we pro-
pose a simple and concise tensor relational algebra over so-
called tensor relations. At the highest level, a tensor re-
lation is simply a binary relation between keys and multi-
dimensional arrays.
There are some key reasons that this makes sense as the
implementation abstraction in ML system design. First, it
is simple and concise, so it should be possible to optimize ad
infinitum. Second, it is powerful. It is easy to prove (as we
do) that the tensor relational algebra is at least as powerful
as the Einstein notation, a standard tensor calculus. Hence,
it can be used to implement anything that can be written
in the Einstein notation (including matrix multiplications,
convolutions, and so on). Third, just like the relational alge-
bra, it is a set-based abstraction whose operations are easily
parallelized in the same way that relational algebra is par-
allelized. Because it is designed to facilitate “chunking” of
tensors into smaller pieces that can be operated over using
efficient CPU or GPU kernels, it is by design easy to imple-
ment efficiently across multiple machines or ASICs.
Not only do we propose the tensor relational algebra, but
we also propose an associated implementation algebra that
is designed to be implemented in a parallel or distributed
system, and we propose a number of rewrite rules and a
TRA specific cost model that allow for the optimization of
computations expressed in the TRA.
2. TENSOR RELATIONAL ALGEBRA
In this section, we introduce the formalization of our ten-
sor relational algebra as the tensor manipulation language.
In TRA, tensor relations contain pairs of the form:
(key, array).
Conceptually, these tensor relations store sets of arrays. Each
key value serves, not surprisingly, as the key for the pair.
Each tensor relation has the following meta-data and con-
straints:
1. Each tensor relation has a key-arity of dimension k, so
that each key value key in a relation is in (Z∗)k.1
1We denote the key-arity as key[0,...,k−1], and use keyi to
represent the ith key dimension’s upper-bound: 0 ≤ keyi <
keyi.
2. Each relation has an array type. Conceptually, each
array is a multi-dimensional tensor. The relation ar-
ray type consists of a rank r ∈ Z∗ as well as a bound
b ∈ (Z∗)r. For two vectors u = 〈ui〉 and v = 〈vi〉,
define u ≤ v ≡ ∧i (ui ≤ vi). Define u < v similarly.
Each array is bounded by vector b, so that for any
index i ∈ (Z∗)r, ~0 ≤ i < b =⇒ array
i
∈ R. However,
¬(~0 ≤ i < b) =⇒ array
i
= ⊥. That is, for any index
i outside of the bound [~0,b], array
i
is undefined.
Subsequently, we denote the set of all arrays of rank r and
bound b as T (r,b).
We denote the power set of (Z∗)k×T (r,b) as R(k,r,b); this
is the set of all possible tensor relations with key-arity key,
storing arrays of type T (r,b).
2.1 Operations in Tensor Relational Algebra
Given this, the tensor relational algebra is essentially a
set of higher-order functions over tensor relations. That is,
each operation takes as input a function defined over multi-
dimensional arrays (in practice, this function is likely be an
array-based MKL, CUDA, or Verilog kernel) and returns a
function over tensor relations.
We begin by giving an overview of the higher-order func-
tions taking binary functions as input: aggregation (denoted
using Σ) and join (denoted using ✶).
(1) Aggregation is a function:
Σ :
(
(Z∗)g ×
(
T
(r,b) × T (r,b) → T (r,b)
))
→
(
R
(k,r,b) → R(g,r,b)
)
Σ(groupByKeys, aggOp) takes as input a list of key dimensions
to aggregate according to groupByKeys as well as an array
kernel operation aggOp, and then returns a function that
takes as input a tensor relation, groups the arrays in the
relation based upon the indicated key values, and applies
aggOp to the arrays in the group.
For example, consider the matrix A,
A =


1 2 5 6
3 4 7 8
9 10 13 14
11 12 15 16

 ,
we may store this as a tensor relation
RA =
{(
〈0, 0〉,
[
1 2
3 4
])
,
(
〈0, 1〉,
[
5 6
7 8
])
,
(
〈1, 0〉,
[
9 10
11 12
])
,
(
〈1, 1〉,
[
13 14
15 16
])}
.
We can sum up the individual arrays vertically using
Σ(〈1〉,matAdd)(RA)
which gives:{(
〈0〉,
[
10 12
14 16
])
,
(
〈1〉,
[
18 20
22 24
])}
.
Because of the argument 〈1〉, the call Σ(〈1〉,matAdd) constructs
an aggregation function that groups all pairs having the
same value for the key in position 1, and sums them. Or
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we could sum up the individual arrays into a single array
using:
Σ(〈〉,matAdd)(RA)
which gives: {(
〈〉,
[
28 32
36 40
])}
.
(2) Join is a function:
✶:
(
(Z∗)g × (Z∗)g ×
(
T
(rl,bl) × T (rr,br) → T (ro,bo)
))
→
(
R
(kl,rl,bl) ×R(kr,rr,br) → R(kl+kr−g,ro,bo)
)
✶(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) takes as input a set of key dimen-
sions to join on from the left and from the right, as well
as an operation to run over all (leftArray, rightArray)
pairs that are created during the join, and returns a function
that performs the join and applies projOp to all pairs.
With join and aggregation it is now very easy, for example,
to implement matrix multiply over two matrices stored as
tensor relations. For an example of how this might be used
in practice, imagine that we want to implement A ×A for
the matrix A defined previously, where A is stored as a
tensor relation RA. This can be written as:
Σ(〈0,2〉,matAdd)
(
✶(〈1〉,〈0〉,matMul) (RA, RA)
)
This computes a matrix multiply of the matrix A because
all of the pairs in RA are first joined on key index 0 from
the first instance of RA equaling key index 1 from the second
instance of RA. Each pair of arrays are then multiplied using
the kernel matMul.
For example,(
〈0, 1〉,
[
5 6
7 8
])
and
(
〈1, 0〉,
[
9 10
11 12
])
are joined to produce(
〈0, 1, 0〉,
[
111 122
151 166
])
.
The index 〈0, 1, 0〉 in this output pair is a combination of
〈0, 1〉 and 〈1, 0〉 from the two input pairs, with the redun-
dant index entry dropped (redundant because we know that
two of the entries in positions 1 and 0, respectively, are re-
peated due to the join). Next, the arrays are aggregated
using matAdd, summing out index 1 (keeping indices 〈0, 2〉),
to complete the matrix multiply.
In contrast to join and aggregation, rekey, filter and trans-
forms are higher-order functions taking a unary function as
input.
(3) ReKey is a higher-order function that allows us to ma-
nipulate the keys:
ReKey :
(
(Z∗)ki → (Z∗)ko
)
→
(
R
(ki,r,b) → R(ko,r,b)
)
ReKey(keyFunc) applies the keyFunc on every key-arity keyi
in the relation and generates a new key-arity keyo.
(4) Filter is a function:
σ :
(
(Z∗)k → {true, false}
)
→
(
R
(k,r,b) → R(k,r,b)
)
σ(boolFunc) returns a function that accepts a tensor relation
and filters each of the tuples in the tensor relation by apply-
ing boolFunc to the keys in the tuples.
(5) Transform is a function:
λ :
(
T
(ri,bi) → T (ro,bo)
)
→
(
R
(k,ri,bi) → R(k,ro,bo)
)
λ(transformFunc) returns a function that accepts a tensor rela-
tion and applies transformFunc to the array in each tuple
from the tensor relation.
For an example of the rekey, filter and transform opera-
tions, assume we have a kernel operation diag that diago-
nalizes a matrix block, as well as a function checkEq that
accepts a key and returns true if all of the entries in the
key are identical to one another. We can use these functions
along with filter, rekay, and transform to diagonalize a ma-
trixA represented as a tensor relation RA, by first examining
the keys to remove all pairs that do not contain entries along
the diagonal, and then diagonalizing the resulting arrays:
λ(diag)
(
ReKey((key1,key2)→key1)
(
σ(checkEq) (RA)
))
.
In addition, there are a number of operations that can
be used to alter the organization of arrays within a tensor
relation. This allows the manipulation of how a tensor is
represented as a tensor relation. For this purpose, we have
tile and stack:
(6) Tile:
Tile :
(
(Z∗ × Z∗)
def
=
(
T
(r,b) → T (r,b’)
))
→
(
R
(k,r,b) → R(k+1,r,b
′)
)
Tile(tileDim, tileSize) introduces parameters of tileDim and
tileSize, which define a function arrayTileOp for the ar-
ray. Comprehensively, the Tile operation tiles all of the ar-
rays in a tensor relation, effectively decomposing (or tiling)
each array along a dimension tileDim to arrays of the tar-
get tileSize (by applying the arrayTileOp function on the
array). As a result, a new key dimension is created, that
effectively counts which tile the tuples holds along the tiling
dimension.
For example, consider the matrix B,
B =
[
1 2 5 6 9 10 13 14
3 4 7 8 11 12 15 16
]
,
stored in tensor relation:
RB =
{(
〈0〉,
[
1 2 5 6
3 4 7 8
])
,
(
〈1〉,
[
9 10 13 14
11 12 15 16
])}
If we make the call Tile(0,2) (RB), we will decompose each
array along dimension 0, creating one new array for each
two columns. In addition, a new key dimension is created,
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that effectively counts which tile the pair holds along the
tiling dimension:
Tile(0,2) (RB) =
{(
〈0, 0〉,
[
1 2
3 4
])
,
(
〈0, 1〉,
[
5 6
7 8
])
,
(
〈1, 0〉,
[
9 10
11 12
])
,
(
〈1, 1〉,
[
13 14
15 16
])}
.
Note that the interpretation of a tensor relation as a rep-
resentation of one or more tensors is not defined; this in-
terpretation is the result of the mapping from the ML sys-
tem’s computational abstraction (such as Einstein notation
or Ricci calculus) onto the tensor-relation-based implemen-
tation abstraction. Whatever the mapping, we may find
ourselves in a situation where it is necessary to manipulate
the key in each pair in a tensor relation so that the key is
consistent with the desired interpretation. For example, the
tensor relation RB defined above represents a matrix with
eight columns and two rows, so Tile(0,2) (RB) is inconsis-
tent with this, logically representing a matrix having four
columns and four rows. For this purpose, we can leverage
the ReKey operator as we defined before.
For example, we can rekey the output of Tile(0,2) (RB) so
that logically, it corresponds to a two-by-eight matrix:
ReKey(〈key1,key2〉→〈2*key1+key2〉)
(
Tile(0,2) (RB)
)
This will result in:{(
〈0〉,
[
1 2
3 4
])
,
(
〈1〉,
[
5 6
7 8
])
,
(
〈2〉,
[
9 10
11 12
])
,
(
〈3〉,
[
13 14
15 16
])}
Finally, we have the ability to undo a tiling with the stack
operation:
(7) Stack :
Stack :
(
(Z∗ × Z∗)
def
=
(
T
(r,b) → T (r,b’)
))
→
(
R
(k,r,b) → R(k−1,r,b’)
)
Stack(keyDim, arrayDim) serves as an inverse operation to tile,
where parameters of keyDim, and arrayDim define function
arrayStackOp for the grouped arrays — the operation first
groups all pairs in the relation using all of the key dimensions
OTHER THAN keyDim, and then stacks all of the arrays in
each group along arrayDim, with the ordering of the stacking
provided by keyDim.
For example, a call to Stack(1,0)
(
Tile(0,2) (RB)
)
first groups
all pairs in Tile(0,2) (RB) using all of the key dimensions
other than key dimension 1, and then stacks all of the arrays
in each group along array dimension 0, with the ordering of
the stacking provided by key dimension 1. Hence, we can
invert a tiling. Given RB as before, we have:
Stack(1,0)
(
Tile(0,2) (RB)
)
= RB .
2.2 Discussion of Tensor Relational Algebra
After introducing the definition of TRA operations, we
discuss some properties of TRA. We begin by adding some
integrity constraints to the TRA. We then discuss the closed-
ness of the operations under these constraints, and discuss
the expressiveness of TRA by representing arbitrary formula
defined by the Einstein notation.
Integrity constraints. There are several integrity con-
straints that are reasonable in the sense that any tensor
relation encoding a tensor should follow them. Addition-
ally, these constraints will also be crucial in facilitating cost-
based optimizations for tensor relational algebra queries—
see Section 4.3.
• uniqueness: every key should be unique in a tensor
relation, key = key′ ⇒ array = array′.
• continuity : if there is a tuple t having key-arity key,
then for any key-arity key′ such that ~0 ≤ key′ ≤ key,
there is a tuple t′ having key-arity key′.
As in traditional relational algebra, tensor relations must
also obey entity integrity—uniqueness of keys. Essentially,
continuity means that there are no holes in a tensor encoded
by a tensor relation.
Closedness Under TRA Operations. After introducing
the definitions of the constraints and the TRA operations,
we can now discuss of the closedness of tensor relational al-
gebra — that is given tensor relations satisfying the integrity
constraints, the output tensor relation after applying these
operations under some extended integrity conditions will also
satisfy the integrity constraints. We enumerate the closed-
ness (with extended integrity condition) for each operation
below:
• Aggregation requires no further condition for closed-
ness: after applying aggOp each output tuple will take
the groupByKeys as its new key-arity; since the input
tensor relation’s keys follow the integrity constraints,
the projection of the key-arity over groupByKeys will
also follow the integrity constraints.
• Join requires extended join integrity condition over the
key-arities for two input tensor relations R(kl,rl,bl) and
R(kr,rr,br):
keyRk = key
S
k , ∀k ∈ JoinKeys.
This constraint will guarantee the output tensor rela-
tion’s key-arity, which can be represented as:
[keyR \ joinKeyL, joinKeys, keyS \ joinKeyR].
Since tensor relations R and S satisfy the integrity con-
straints, the output tensor relation will also follow the
integrity constraints.
• ReKey and filter require the extended filter-rekey in-
tegrity condition. The boolFunc in the filter can arbi-
trarily select key-arity, which will easily break the con-
tinuity constraint. On the other hand, the uniqueness
constraint will be satisfied for any boolFunc. Thus, we
can always use a dual ReKey operation to massage
the output tensor relation of the filter operation to
guarantee the output tensor relation from the ReKey
operation satisfy the continuity constraint2.
2Suppose the filter operator keeps N tuples in the output
tensor relation, the ReKey operation can map the original
key-arity to 0, 1, ..., N − 1 (as a 1-d key-arity) according to
the order of the original key-arity. This illustrates the exis-
tence of the such dual ReKey operation. In practice, this
generally will not be the unique dual ReKey operation.
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• Transform requires no further condition for closedness
obviously — transformFunc does not manipulate the
key-arity.
• Tile and stack re-organize tensor relations, the output
of these two operations will be guaranteed to follow
the integrity constraints according to the definition of
the arrayTileOp and arrayStackOp.
As we explained above, since all operations under the ex-
tended integrity conditions generate tensor relations that
satisfies the integrity constraints, the arbitrary combination
of them also generates tensor relations that satisfies the in-
tegrity constraints, this suggests closedness of tensor rela-
tional algebra.
Expressiveness. Based on the formalization of tensor re-
lational algebra, we further show the expressiveness of the
abstraction by showing any Einstein notation formula can
be expressed by a TRA query.
Einstein notation is a convention to simplify summation
over a set of indexed terms in a formula, and has gained
increasing attention for building tensor abstractions in ma-
chine learning systems, such as Numpy [1], PyTorch [2], and
Tensorflow [3]. We briefly summarize the rule of Einstein
notation following [47] below:
1. Each index can appear at most twice in any term.
2. Repeated indices are implicitly summed over.
3. Each term must contain identical non-repeated indices.
Formally, given an Einstein notation formulaMI×JNJ×K ,
where J represents the set of shared indices, I and K rep-
resent the sets of non-repeated indices for tensor M and
tensor mathbfN . Suppose tensor M is stored in relation
RM , and tensor N is stored in relation RN , the formula can
be encoded by:
Σ(〈I×K〉,elemSumOp)
(
✶(〈J〉,〈J〉,einSumOp) (RM , RN )
)
,
where einSumOp is defined by:
Oi0,...,i|I|,k0,...,k|K|
=
bj0∑
j0=0
...
bj|J|∑
j|J|=0
Mi0,...,i|I|,j0,...,j|J|Nj0,...,j|J|,k0,...,k|K| ,
and elemSumOp is the element-wise summation of two array
with the same dimension.
3. IMPLEMENTATION ALGEBRA
The tensor relational algebra serves as a reasonable target
for a compiler from a high-level language such as the Ricci
Calculus or the Einstein Notation. However, it is not suit-
able for direct implementation in a parallel or distributed
environment. Thus, in this section we modify and extend
the tensor relational algebra to produce an implementation
algebra (IA) that is suitable for execution in such an envi-
ronment.
According to the implementation algebra, we extend each
(key, array) tuple in a tensor relation with an additional
site attribute, so that a physical tensor relation will consist
of triples:
(key, array, site).
The site attribute takes a value in {1...s} where s is the
number of computation sites. Conceptually, the site value
indicates the location where the tuple is stored; this could
be a machine in a distributed cluster, or a compute unit like
a GPU.
We first define a partition function P over a set of key
dimensions D ⊆ {0, 1, 2, ..., k− 1} noted as partition dimen-
sions:
P : ΠD (key)→ s.
This means that the partition dimensions D determines the
physical location of the tuple by the partition function:
ΠD (key) = ΠD (key’)⇒ s = s
′
.
Specially if a tensor relation is broadcast to each site (where
each cite owns a replica), we note it as D = ∅. It is easy to
verify that if a tensor relation is partitioned by a dimension
set D where D 6= ∅, it is also partitioned by dimesion set
D′, where D ⊆ D′ ⊆ {0, 1, 2, ..., k−1}. With this definition,
each physical tensor relation will include additional meta
information of partition dimensions D 3.
Formally, let R(k,r,b,D) denote the set of physical tensor
relations with key-arity of dimension k, storing arrays of
type T (r,b), and partitioned according to the partition di-
mensions D.
The implementation algebra consists of a set of operations
over physical tensor relations. The first two operations are
primarily concerned with manipulating the partition of re-
lations. While the later four operations apply functions over
key and array locally inside each site.
(1) Broadcast is a re-partition operation:
Bcast : R(k,r,b,D) → R(k,r,b,∅)
Given a physical tensor relation, Bcast simply replicates
each tuples to all the sites, so that the partition dimensions
will be set to ∅.
(2) Shuffle is a re-partition operation:
Shuf : R(k,r,b,Di) →R(k,r,b,Do)
Shuf(partDims) accepts a physical tensor relation, as well as
a set of partition dimensions Do ⊆ {1, 2, 3, ..., k} noted as
partDims. As a result, Shuf repartitions the physical tensor
relation, according to the target partition dimensions Do,
generates a new physical tensor relation R(k,r,b,Do).
(3) Local join is an extension of join in TRA:
✶
L :
(
(Z∗)g × (Z∗)g ×
(
T
(rl,bl) × T (rr,br) → T (ro,bo)
))
→
(
R(kl,rl,bl,Dl) ×R(kr ,rr,br ,Dr) →R(kl+kr−g,ro,bo,Do)
)
3One can also include the partition function here, since var-
ious partition functions such as hash partition, range par-
tition, or random partition can be applied here. However,
we argue this functionality should be determined by the un-
derlying database engine, so we do not explicitly discuss it
here.
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Similar to the logical join operation ✶ in TRA, IA local
join ✶L(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) takes as input a set of key
dimensions to join on from the left and from the right,
as well as a kernel operation to run over all (leftArray,
rightArray) pairs that are created during the join. The
key difference is that TRA join returns a function that per-
forms the join and applies projOp to all pairs, but IA local
join ✶L is performed only on pairs from the left and right
inputs that have the same site values. If two tuples suc-
cessfully join, the corresponding output tuple will have the
same site value as those input tuples.
(4) Local aggregation is an extension of TRA aggregation:
ΣL :
(
(Z∗)g ×
(
T
(r,b) × T (r,b) → T (r,b)
))
→
(
R(k,r,b,D) →R(g,r,b,D)
)
Just like the logical aggregation Σ operation, local aggre-
gation ΣL(groupByKeys, aggOp) takes as input a list of key di-
mensions to aggregate over groupByKeys as well as an array
lambda function aggOp. However, it returns a function that
takes as input a physical tensor relation, groups the arrays
in the relation based upon the indicated key values and the
site value, and applies aggOp to the arrays in the group.
Each output tuple in the resulting, physical tensor relation
will take its site value from the site value of the set of
input tuples that were aggregated to produce it.
(5) Local filter is an extension of TRA filter:
σ
L :
(
(Z∗)k → {true, false}
)
→
(
R(k,r,b,D) → R(k,r,b,D)
)
Similarly, σL(boolFunc) is an natural extension of logical filter
σ operation that includes a boolFunc, while the site value
is not considered.
(6) Local map severs as multiple functionalities:
λ
L :
((
(Z∗)ki →
{
(Z∗)ko
})
×
(
T
(ri,bi) →
{
T
(ro,bo)
}))
→
(
R(ki,ri,bi,D) →R(ko,ro,bo,D)
)
λL(keyMapFunc,arrayMapFunc) includes two functions: a keyMapFunc
function manipulating the key and an arrayMapFunc func-
tion manipulating the array. Noted that each key/array in
the input relation can be used to create one or multiple out-
put key/array. Again, this λL operation does not change
the site value.
4. OPTIMIZATION
After introducing the implementation algebra, we can dis-
cuss some optimization techniques that are specific for TRA.
At a high level, our optimizer of tensor relational algebra in-
cludes three components: i) a compiler to transform a tensor
relational algebra program to an initial implementation al-
gebra program; ii) a group of transformation rules to define
the equivalent query plans of implementation algebra; and
iii) a cost-based optimizer to explore the equivalence query
space and choose the one with the least estimated cost.
4.1 Compile Tensor Relational Algebra
To compile a TRA program to an IA program, a map from
TRA operations to IA operations should be defined. Note
that this map may not be a fixed one to one map — a TRA
operation can be mapped to different IA operations. For
example, a TRA join (over tensor relations) can be imple-
mented by combining broadcast (Bcast) or shuffle (Shuf)
with local join (✶L). Consider two tensor relations R and S
with corresponding physical tensor relations R and S . The
logical computation:
✶(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) (R,S)
can be transformed to the following corresponding physi-
cal computations (e.g., implementation of broadcast join or
shuffle join):
✶
L
(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) (Bcast (R) ,S) ;
✶
L
(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp)(Shuf(joinKeysL) (R) ,
Shuf(joinKeysR) (S)).
Although there can be multiple physical implementation for
a logical operator, the compiler will generate one of such
physical implementation in the initial query plan, while the
optimizer will be responsible to choose the optimal query
plan as we will cover below.
A complete set of translation rules mapping from tensor
relational algebra operations to implementation algebra op-
erations are listed in Table 1.
4.2 Equivalent Transformation Rules
From the discussion about the mapping of join operations,
we notice that a TRA program can be implemented in sev-
eral different ways defined by the IA representation. Thus,
the optimizer can use equivalence rules to transform expres-
sions into other logically equivalent expressions.
We first define the equivalence of two physical tensor
relations: two physical tensor relations are equivalent if the
projections over the key and array lead to identical tensor
relations:
R(k,r,b,D) ≡ R′
(k,r,b,D′)
⇒
Πkey,array
(
R(k,r,b,D)
)
≡ Πkey,array
(
R′
(k,r,b,D′)
)
.
Then we define the equivalence of implementation
algebra expressions: given equivalent input physical ten-
sor relations, equivalent implementation algebra expressions
will generate equivalent output physical tensor relations. An
equivalence rule illustrates that IA expressions of two
forms are equivalent. We will introduce two categories of
equivalence rules for the implementation algebra: generic
equivalence rules and specific equivalence rules.
Generic equivalence rules are natural extensions of clas-
sic relational equivalence rules (e.g., commutative property
of selections) to implementation algebra — such rules make
limited assumptions of the query structure, and can be used
for arbitrary IA expressions. In Table 2, we list two main
types of generic equivalence rules: i) equivalence rules based
on lambda composition cross implementation algebra oper-
ations, and ii) equivalence rules based on re-partition oper-
ation optimization. Lambda composition based rules make
no assumptions over the query structure, while they assume
some composition properties of the lambda defined in the
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Tensor relational algebra operation Corresponding implementation algebra
Σ(groupByKeys, aggOp) (R) Σ
L
(groupByKeys, aggOp) (Shuf(groupByKeys) (R))
✶(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) (R, S) ✶
L
(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) (Bcast (R) ,S)
ReKey(keyFunc) (R) λ
L
(keyFunc, ) (R)
σ(boolFunc) (R) σ
L
(boolFunc) (R)
λ(transformFunc) (R) λ
L
( ,transformFunc) (R)
Tile(tileDim, tileSize) (R) λ
L
( ,arrayTileOp) (R)
∗
Stack(keyDim, arrayDim) (R) Σ
L
(keyDim, araayStackOp) (Shuf(keyDim) (R))
⋆
Table 1: Translation rules from tensor relational algebra to implementation algebra. Note that tensor relations
R and S are stored as the corresponding physical tensor relations R and S; ∗arrayTileOp defines a function
for the array according to tileDim and tileSize; ⋆araayStackOp defines a function for the array according to
arrayDim.
implementation algebra. These rules mainly target at enu-
merating the execution of array manipulation lambdas in
order to reduce the computation load and memory consump-
tion within a compute site. Re-partition based rules are a
formalization of distributed query optimization by the form
of physical tensor relations. These rules are designed to re-
duce the total bytes of intermediate tuples which need to be
communicated in a distributed clusters.
In fact, such generic equivalence rules are surprisingly
effective for optimizing distributed tensor manipulations.
Consider the example of extracting the diagonal elements
of matrix X plus matrix Y, noted as diag(X+Y), where
matrix X and Y are defined as tensor relations RX and RY ,
and stored in physical tensor relations RX and RY . This
computation can be represented by the following tensor re-
lational algebra expression, where checkEq keeps tuples sat-
isfying key0 = key1, merge performs a key-arity map as
〈key0, key1〉 → 〈key0〉, and matAdd is an element-wise sum
between two arrays, and diag takes the diagonal elements
from the array in each tuple:
λ(diag)
(
ReKey(merge)
(
σ(checkEq)
(
✶(〈0,1〉,〈0,1〉,matAdd) (RX , RY )
)))
.
This tensor algebra can be translated to the following im-
plementation algebra (to keep it simple, we assume physical
tensor relations RX and RY are co-partitioned so that no
re-partition operation is demanded before the execution of
the local join):
λ
L
(merge,diag)
(
σ
L
(checkEq)
(
✶
L
(〈0,1〉,〈0,1〉,matAdd) (RX ,RY )
))
.
Then we can apply the following transformations accord-
ing to the equivalence rules:
λ
L
(merge,diag)
(
σ
L
(checkEq)
(
✶
L
(〈0,1〉,〈0,1〉,matAdd) (RX ,RY )
))
R1−6
≡ λ
L
(merge,diag)
(
✶
L
(checkEq(〈0,1〉),checkEq(〈0,1〉),matAdd) (RX ,RY )
)
R1−7
≡ ✶
L
(merge◦checkEq(〈0,1〉),merge◦checkEq(〈0,1〉),matAdd◦diag) (RX ,RY ) .
It is interesting to mention that the above transformation
will significantly reduce the computation load: by applying
R1-6 equivalence rule, the checkEq functions will be pushed
down to first apply to the join keys on both sides, so that
unnecessary matAdd function will not be executed for tuples
that will be filtered out by lambda checkEq; R1-7 equiv-
alence rule leverages the property that lambdas diag and
matAdd are distributive, as a result, the composition of the
two lambdas would further reduce floating point operations
— addition will only be applied for the diagonal elements
for the paired blocks after lambda composition.
Specific equivalence rules are introduced to provide op-
timizations for specific computations encoded by a tensor
relational algebra expression. This set of rules require to
first identify the relatively complex tensor computation, and
then explore the candidate execution plans encoded by the
implementation algebra. In this case, the optimizer can
leverage more domain specific knowledge from parallel and
distributed computing and dynamically determine the op-
timal distributed execution strategy by introducing specific
equivalence rules.
For example, consider the example of distributed matrix
multiplication again, encoded by tensor relational algebra as
below, where matrix X and Y are defined as tensor relations
RX and RY , and stored in physical tensor relations RX and
RY , matAdd and matMul are lambdas for the block’s addition
and multiplication:
Σ(〈0,2〉,matAdd)
(
✶(〈1〉,〈0〉,matMul) (RX , RY )
)
.
Note that distributed matrix multiplication can be imple-
mented by broadcast matrix multiplication, cross product-
based matrix multiplication, and replication-based matrix
multiplication[12, 25]:
Broadcast matrix multiplication partitions one input matrix
to each site and broadcasting the other matrix to all the
sites, each site performs the local multiplication step, and
further aggregates the intermediate blocks to get the final
result. This can be implemented in IA by:
Σ
L
(〈0,2〉,matAdd)
(
Shuf(〈0,2〉)
(
✶
L
(〈1〉,〈0〉,matMul) (Bcast (RX ) ,RY )
))
or
ΣL(〈0,2〉,matAdd)
(
Shuf(〈0,2〉)
(
✶
L
(〈1〉,〈0〉,matMul) (RX ,Bcast (RY ))
))
.
Cross product-based matrix multiplication partitions the first
input matrix X to each site according to the column parti-
tioning scheme and partitions the second input matrix Y to
each site according to the row partitioning scheme; similar
local multiplication step and aggregation step are conducted
to get the final results. The IA program is:
ΣL(〈0,2〉,matAdd)
(
Shuf(〈0,2〉)
(
✶
L
(〈1〉,〈0〉,matMul)
(
Shuf(〈1〉) (RX) ,
Shuf(〈0〉) (RY )
)))
.
Replication-based matrix multiplication can be viewed as a
relational formalization of 3D parallel matrix multiplication
[7]: the algorithm first replicates matrix X and Ys blocks
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Lambda composition based rules:
R1-1. Conjunctive local filter operations can be merged.
For a physical relation R ∈ R(k,r,b,D):
σL(boolFunc1)
(
σL(boolFunc2) (R)
)
≡ σL(boolFunc1∧boolFunc2) (R) .
R1-2. Conjunctive local map operations can be merged.
For a physical relation R ∈ R(k,r,b,D):
λL(keyMapFunc1, arrayMapFunc1)
(
λL(keyMapFunc2, arrayMapFunc2) (R)
)
≡ λL(keyMapFunc1◦keyMapFunc2,arrayMapFunc1◦arrayMapFunc2) (R).
R1-3. A local map operation and a local filter operation is commutative if keyMapFunc is an identify function.
For a physical relation R ∈ R(k,r,b,D), if ∀ key ∈ (Z∗)k, keyMapFunc(key) = key:
λL(keyMapFunc, arrayMapFunc)
(
σL(boolFunc) (R)
)
≡ σL(boolFunc)
(
λL(keyMapFunc, arrayMapFunc) (R)
)
.
R1-4. The arrayMapFunc in local map can be composed with local aggregation if keyMapFunc is an identify function.
For a physical relation R ∈ R(k,r,b,D), if ∀ key ∈ (Z∗)k, keyMapFunc(key) = key:
λL(keyMapFunc, arrayMapFunc)
(
ΣL(groupByKeys, aggOp) (R)
)
≡ ΣL(groupByKeys, arrayMapFunc◦aggOp) (R)
Specially if the lambda arrayMapFunc and aggOp is distributive, formally as ∀ array1, array2 ∈ T
(r,b):
arrayMapFunc (aggOp (array1, array2)) = aggOp (arrayMapFunc (array1) , arrayMapFunc (array2))
λL(keyMapFunc, arrayMapFunc)
(
ΣL(groupByKeys, aggOp) (R)
)
≡ ΣL(groupByKeys, aggOp◦arrayMapFunc) (R)
R1-5. The boolFunc in local filter can be composed with local aggregation if the lambda only depends on groupByKeys.
For a physical relation R ∈ R(k,r,b,D), ∀ key1, key2 ∈ (Z
∗)k, if
boolFunc (ΠgroupByKeys (key1)) = boolFunc (ΠgroupByKeys (key2))⇒ boolFunc (key1) = boolFunc (key2):
σL(boolFunc)
(
ΣL(groupByKeys, aggOp) (R)
)
≡ ΣL(boolFunc(groupByKeys), aggOp) (R)
R1-6. The Lambda in local filter can be composed with local join key match.
For physical relations R ∈ R(kl,rl,bl,Dl) and S ∈ S(kr,rr,br,Dr):
σL(boolFunc)
(
✶
L
(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) (R,S)
)
≡ ✶L(boolFunc(joinKeysL), boolFunc(joinKeysR), projOp) (R,S).
R1-7. The Lambda in local map can be composed with local join.
For physical relations R ∈ R(kl,rl,bl,Dl) and S ∈ S(kr,rr,br,Dr):
λL(keyMapFunc, arrayMapFunc)
(
✶
L
(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) (R,S)
)
≡ ✶L(keyMapFunc(joinKeysL), keyMapFunc(joinKeysR), arrayMapFunc◦projOp) (R,S).
Specially if the lambda arrayMapFunc and projOp is distributive, formally as ∀ array1, array2 ∈ T
(r,b):
arrayMapFunc (projOp (array1, array2)) = projOp (arrayMapFunc (array1) , arrayMapFunc (array2))
λL(keyMapFunc, arrayMapFunc)
(
✶
L
(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) (R,S)
)
≡ ✶L(keyMapFunc(joinKeysL), keyMapFunc(joinKeysR), projOp◦arrayMapFunc) (R,S).
Re-partition based rules:
R2-1. Only the final shuffle in a sequence of shuffle operations are needed.
For a physical relation R ∈ R(k,r,b,D):
Shuf(partDimsn)
(
...Shuf(partDims2)
(
Shuf(partDims1) (R)
))
≡ Shuf(partDimsn) (R).
R2-2. The re-partition operations are commutative with the local filter operation.
For a physical relation R ∈ R(k,r,b,D):
Bcast
(
σL(boolFunc) (R)
)
≡ σL(boolFunc) (Bcast (R));
Shuf(partDim)
(
σL(boolFunc) (R)
)
≡ σL(boolFunc)
(
Shuf(partDims) (R)
)
.
R2-3. The re-partition operations are commutative with the local map operation.
For a physical relation R ∈ R(k,r,b,D):
Bcast
(
λL(keyMapFunc,arrayMapFunc) (R)
)
≡ σL(keyMapFunc,arrayMapFunc) (Bcast (R));
Shuf(partDims)
(
λL(keyMapFunc,arrayMapFunc) (R)
)
≡ σL(keyMapFunc,arrayMapFunc)
(
Shuf(partDims) (R)
)
.
R2-4. A shuffle can be avoided if the physical relation is already partitioned by a local aggregation’s groupByKeys.
For a physical relation R ∈ R(k,r,b,D), if partDims ⊆ groupByKeys:
ΣL(groupByKeys, aggOp)
(
Shuf(partDims) (R)
)
≡ ΣL(groupByKeys, aggOp) (R)
R2-5. An aggregation can be split to two phases, if the physical relation is only partially partitioned.
For a physical relation R ∈ R(k,r,b,D), if groupByKeys ⊂ partDims:
ΣL(groupByKeys, aggOp)
(
Shuf(partDims) (R)
)
≡ ΣL(groupByKeys, aggOp)
(
Shuf(partDims)
(
ΣL(groupByKeys, aggOp) (R)
))
.
R2-6. A Join ✶ defined by the tensor relational algebra can be implemented in the following equivalent ways.
For physical relations R ∈ R(kl,rl,bl,Dl) and S ∈ S(kr,rr,br,Dr):
✶
L
(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) (Bcast (R) ,S) ≡ ✶
L
(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) (R,Bcast (S))
≡ ✶L(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp)
(
Shuf(joinKeysL) (R) ,Shuf(joinKeysR) (S)
)
.
R2-7. The local join can be pushed through shuffle, if the partition dimensions are identical to the join key dimensions.
For physical relations R ∈ R(kl,rl,bl,Dl) and S ∈ S(kr,rr,br,Dr), if partDims ∼= joinKeysL ∼= joinKeysR:
Shuf(partDims)
(
✶
L
(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) (R,S)
)
≡ ✶L(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp)
(
Shuf(joinKeysL) (R) ,Shuf(joinKeysR) (S)
)
Table 2: Generic equivalence rules for lambda composition and re-partition enumeration.
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multiple times and shuffles them using the index of the cor-
responding voxel as a key; then each site joins the tuples
with the same keys (over all three dimension) and performs
the block multiplication, and aggregates to get the final re-
sults. The duplication and shuffle stage can be implemented
in IA as:
R∗X = Shuf(〈0,2〉)
(
λ
L(
insertDim(2),duplicate(keyY1 )
) (RX)
)
R∗Y = Shuf(〈0,2〉)
(
λ
L(
insertDim(0),duplicate(keyX0 )
) (RY )
)
where lambda insertDim and duplicate will duplicate a
tuple multiple times and insert a new dimension in the keys.
Concretely, to apply λL(insertDim(2),duplicate(2)) over a tensor
relation{(
〈0, 0〉,
[
1 2
3 4
])
,
(
〈0, 1〉,
[
5 6
7 8
])
,
(
〈1, 0〉,
[
9 10
11 12
])
,
(
〈1, 1〉,
[
13 14
15 16
])}
will produce:{(
〈0, 0, 0〉,
[
1 2
3 4
])
,
(
〈0, 1, 0〉,
[
1 2
3 4
])
,
(
〈0, 1, 0〉,
[
5 6
7 8
])
,
(
〈0, 1, 1〉,
[
5 6
7 8
])
,(
〈1, 0, 0〉,
[
9 10
11 12
])
,
(
〈1, 0, 1〉,
[
9 10
11 12
])
,
(
〈1, 1, 0〉,
[
13 14
15 16
])
,
(
〈1, 1, 0〉,
[
13 14
15 16
])}
The further computation can be implemented by IA taking
the input physical relations R∗X and R
∗
Y as:
ΣL(〈0,2〉,matAdd)
(
✶
L
(〈0,1,2〉,〈0,1,2〉,matMul) (R
∗
X ,R
∗
Y )
)
.
As we know these three implementations are logically rep-
resenting the same tensor computation, the optimizer can
dynamically choose the best plan.
It is worth mentioning that the candidate implementa-
tion in the specific equivalence rule can be further optimized
by the generic equivalence rule. For example, in the above
broadcast matrix implementation example, if the input ma-
trix X/Y is already partitioned by rows/columns the later
shuffle stage can be avoided:
ΣL(〈0,2〉,matAdd)
(
Shuf(〈0,2〉)
(
✶
L
(〈1〉,〈0〉,matMul) (Bcast (RX) ,RY )
))
R2−6
≡ Σ
L
(〈0,2〉,matAdd)
(
✶
L
(〈1〉,〈0〉,matMul) (Bcast (RX) ,RY )
)
ΣL(〈0,2〉,matAdd)
(
Shuf(〈0,2〉)
(
✶
L
(〈1〉,〈0〉,matMul) (RX ,Bcast (RY ))
))
R2−7
≡ ΣL(〈0,2〉,matAdd)
(
✶
L
(〈1〉,〈0〉,matMul) (RX ,Bcast (RY ))
)
.
4.3 Cost-based Optimization
For the optimization of queries represented by IA, we can
first define a cost model and then highlight a few interesting
properties that can be leveraged from the formalization.
Cost model. We first assume the underlying database en-
gine for tensor relational algebra (and compiled implemen-
tation algebra) should be an in-memory database system
(so there would be no significant I/O cost within each com-
pute site), there are two main sources of cost to execute a
distributed IA query: i) the network communication cost
to transfer tuples when re-partitioning physical tensor rela-
tions, noted asCn; and ii) the computational cost to execute
the lambdas defined by local operations in implementation
algebra, noted as Cc.
The total cost noted as C can be formally defined as:
C = αCn + βCc
where α and β can be considered as hyper-parameters deter-
mined by the computation power and network connection of
the cluster. Concretely, Cn illustrates the total number of
bytes for network traffic when re-partitioning physical ten-
sor relations, and α describes the network bandwidth of the
cluster; Cc represents the total floating point operators for
executing all the FL Lambdas 4 in the IA query, and β is a
measurement of the computation power of the cluster (e.g,
FLOPS of the cluster). To be specific, the cost for each IA
operation can be listed as below:
• Broadcast : Bcast (R), whereR ∈ R(k,r,b,D), will gen-
erate network communication cost of
C
Bcast
n = s× Size(R),
where s is the number of site in the cluster, and Size(R)
approximates the size of physical tensor relation R5:
Size(R) =
(
k−1∏
i=0
keyi
)
×
(
r∏
j=1
bj
)
.
• Shuffle: Shuf (R), where R ∈ R(k,r,b,D), will generate
network communication cost of:
C
Shuf
n = Size(R) =
(
k−1∏
i=0
keyi
)
×
(
r∏
j=1
bj
)
.
• Local join: ✶L(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) (R,S), where
R ∈ R(kl,rl,bl,Dl) and S ∈ S(kr,rr,br ,Dr), will intro-
duce the computation costs of:
C
✶
L
c =
(
kl−1∏
i=0
keyRi
)
×
(
kr−1∏
j=0
keySj
)

 ∏
k∈joinKeyL
keyRk


×CprojOp
where CprojOp represents the computation cost of ex-
ecuting the function projOp over a pair of matched
tuples from R and S .6
4The computation load of filtering or manipulating the inte-
ger key-arity is significantly less that that of FL Lambdas for
manipulating the arrays for each tuple, so we ignore such
costs for simplicity.
5Here we ignore the space to store the key-arity.
6Note we have
∏
k∈joinKeyL
keyRk =
∏
k′∈joinKeyR
keySk′ according
to the extended join integrity condition.
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• Local aggregation: ΣL(boolFunc(groupByKeys), aggOp) (R), where
R ∈ R(k,r,b,D), will introduce the the computation
costs of:
C
ΣL
c =
∏
i/∈groupbyKey
keyi ×CaggOp
where CaggOp represents the computation cost of exe-
cuting the function aggOp over a pair of tuples during
grouping.
• Local filter : since the filter operation only checks the
key in a tuple, we can ignore the computation load in
this local operation.
• Local map: λL(keyMapFunc, arrayMapFunc) (R), where R ∈
R(k,r,b,D), will introduce the the computation costs
of:
C
λL
c =
k−1∏
i=0
keyi ×CarrayMapFunc
where CarrayMapFunc represents the computation cost of
executing the lambda arrayMapFunc over a tuple’s array.
Optimization Properties. There are a few interesting
fact about the TRA formalization that can be leveraged
for boosting optimization comparing to a vanilla cost-based
query optimization.
Generally, a cost model heavily relies on accurate esti-
mation of selectivity of selection/join and the cardinality of
intermediate query results. Luckily, we can use the proper-
ties of TRA to overcome these challenges.
As we discussed in Section 2.2, the integrity constraints
of TRA will provide exact selectivity w.r.t key-arity within
a query: Most of the the TRA joins are equijoins, consider
the extended join integerity condition, the selectivity can be
easily achieved. Similarly, the selectivity of filter can also
be available combine the dual ReKey operation.
To estimate the cardinality of the intermediate query re-
sult, one can utilize the definition of TRA operation. For
example, the cardinality of local aggregation:
ΣL(groupByKeys, aggOp) (R) ,
where R ∈ R(k,r,b,D) can be computed by:
Card
(
ΣL
)
=
∏
k∈groupByKeys
keyRk
The cardinality of local join:
✶
L
(joinKeysL, joinKeysR, projOp) (R,S)
where R ∈ R(kl,rl,bl,Dl) and R ∈ S(kr,rr,br,Dr), can be
computed by:
Card
(
✶
L
)
=
(
kl−1∏
i=0
keyRi
)
×
(
kr−1∏
j=0
keySj
)

 ∏
k∈joinKeyL
keyRk


Furthermore, the signature of lambdas defined in TRA will
let us know the exact size of array in each output tuple.
This can make the statics of intermediate query result nec-
essary for query optimization available before the actual ex-
ecution.
With these properties inherited form the formalization of
TRA and IA, the cost estimation will be extremely accurate
so that different candidate query plans can be compared
fairly and realistically.
5. RELATED WORK
Distributed learning systems. Various distributed learn-
ing systems have been proposed to support large-scale data
analysis and machine learning.
Classic data-flow systems have been modified to support
distributed, large-scale data analysis and machine learning
(e.g., Spark [49], SystemML [24], Flink [16], and so on).
Both Spark and SystemML provide native libraries for deep
learning. A set of deep learning frameworks can run on
top of Spark, such as Deeplearning4j [46], SparkNet[41] and
BigDL [19].
Parameter server architecture [36] is designed for data
parallel training of machine learning models. A parame-
ter server consists of two components: a parameter server
(or key-value store) and a set of workers who repeatedly ac-
cess and update the model parameters. Tensorflow [4] and
PyTorch [37] are popular deep learning frameworks built
upon parameter server from Google and Facebook. Project
Adam [17] applies a similar architecture specialized for con-
volutional neural networks. Horovod [44] later leverages
the ring-allreduce algorithm to replace parameter server for
model synchronization, and shows great performance boost.
However, vanilla data parallelism is still not capable of train-
ing large models that cannot fit in the RAM of a compute
site.
There are other systems that go beyond data parallelism.
DistBelief [21] is a framework that targets on training net-
works on a number of machines by partitioning the compu-
tation across compute sites while storing the parameters in
a parameter server. Later proposed pipelined model paral-
lelism enables large models to be partitioned spatially among
compute sites [29, 42, 48], at the operator level (eg., a neural
network layer). These systems push multiple activations (or
gradients of the activations) in sequence through a series of
workers, where each manages one part of the model, allowing
different workers to process different layers in parallel. How-
ever, such pipelined model parallelism usually require engi-
neers to manually allocate computation resource by assign-
ing neural network layers to compute sites. We argue this
process should be automated by carefully designed software
like a relational query optimizer. Notice that the concept
of pipelined model parallelism is borrowed from pipelined
parallelism (or inter-operation parallelism) in the database
community, which has long been used in relational systems
[27].
Relational systems have been adopted in the ML ecosys-
tem as well. MADlib [26] integrates a broad range of lin-
ear and statistical operations, implemented as either C++
predefined functions or Eigen library calls, into a database
engine. However, this architecture does not includes declar-
ative interface for complicated ML model (e.g., nerual net-
work) specification. MLog [38] is a declarative relational
system, where the system manages data movement, data
persistency, and training batch generation. However, the
actual training computation is handled by TensoFlow in the
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backend. Similar ideas have been applied in [6] for feature
extraction queries over multi-relation databases, and [33] for
optimizing sparse tensor computations constructed from re-
lational tables. Recently, relational systems have also been
considered as runtime engine (instead of an efficient data
loader as in the above approaches [6, 33, 38]) for distributed
ML. DB4ML [32] proposes user-defined iterative transac-
tions to reduce the heavy overhead of database transactions
so that a relational system can serve as a specialized ML en-
gine. Multi-dimensional-recursion implementation has been
built on top of SimSQL [15], a distributed analytic database
system, to support linear algebra computations [39], and
neural network training [31]. However, such pioneer work is
lack of good abstractions at the system level for distributed
ML computation optimization. To bridge this gap, we pro-
pose tensor relational algebra, which relies on using rela-
tional operations (joins, aggregations, etc.) to formalize ML
computations, and offers opportunities for system level op-
timization.
Array and linear algebra systems. Distributed and
parallel array manipulation has long been studied. ScaLA-
PACK [11] is the best-known and most widely-used frame-
work for distributed linear algebra. Some work aims at scal-
ing statistical/numerical programming languages such as R
and Python. Ricardo [20] aims to support R programming
on top of Hadoop. Riot [51] attempts to plug an I/O efficient
backend into R to bring scalability. AIDA [23] integrates the
syntax and semantics of NumPy [1] and a database system,
where an embedded Python interpreter performs linear al-
gebra operations.
One popular approach to combine data management and
linear algebra is to build scalable linear algebra libraries on
top of a dataflow platform. SystemML, implemented on
Hadoop or Spark [12, 24], offers a set of linear algebra primi-
tives that are expressed in a high-level, declarative language.
Cumulon [28], built on top of Hadoop, further attempts to
avoid limitations of MapReduce for rapid develop and intel-
ligent deployment of matrix-based data analysis programs
in the cloud. Other systems following this idea include Sci-
Hadoop [14], MLlib [40], and so on.
Another approach attempts to integrates linear algebra
operations into the relational model and eliminates the di-
chotomy between matrices and relations. LARA[30] pro-
poses an algebra with tuple-wise operations, attribute-wise
operations, and tuple extensions, then defines linear and
relational algebra operations using this set of primitives.
MATLANG [9] introduces a language for matrix manipu-
lation that resembles the syntax of standard linear algebra.
RMA [22] attempts to bridge the gap between relations and
matrices by defining closed transformations between rela-
tions and matrices. However, our concern is that these ap-
proaches are not the correct tactic for an appropriate imple-
mentation abstraction for ML. The problem is that imple-
menting ML computations as an algebraic expression (e.g.,
a join followed by an aggregation) over relations of (key,
value) pairs would require pushing a huge number of pairs
through the system, which introduces significant overhead.
On the other hand, the idea of moving past relations onto
arrays as a database data model, is long-standing (e.g., con-
sider Baumann’s work on Rasdaman [10]). SciDB [13] is a
well-known system following this idea, where matrices and
relations are implemented as nested arrays. LevelHeaded [5]
uses a special key-value structure to support linear opera-
tions through an extended SQL syntax. TensorDB [35, 34]
is a database system that can perform tensor manipulation.
MadLINQ [43], built on top of Microsoft’s LINQ framework,
can also be seen as an example of this. An array-based ap-
proach that is somewhat related to what we have proposed
is SciQL [50], which includes a new data type, ARRAY, as
a first-class object with a limited set of operations, such as
addition, filtering, and aggregation.
6. CONCLUSION
We introduce novel abstractions necessary for building
distributed machine learning systems, which includes a ten-
sor relational algebra expressive to encode any tensor oper-
ation in the form of the Einstein notation, and an imple-
mentation algebra enabling effective optimizations for par-
alleled and distributed environment. We believe that such
computational and implementation abstractions will lead to
a flexible declarative ML system especially for a distributed
runtime.
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